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Technology-mediated dance experiences, as a medium of entertainment, are a key element in both tra-
ditional and virtual reality-based gaming platforms. These platforms predominantly depend on unobtru-
sive and continuous human pose estimation as a means of capturing input. Current solutions primarily
employ RGB or RGB-Depth cameras for dance gaming applications; however, the former is hindered by
low-light conditions due to motion blur and reduced sensitivity, while the latter exhibits excessive power
consumption, diminished frame rates, and restricted operational distance. Boasting ultra-low latency,
energy efficiency, and a wide dynamic range, neuromorphic cameras present a viable solution to sur-
mount these limitations. Here, we introduce YeLan, a neuromorphic camera-driven, three-dimensional,
high-frequency human pose estimation (HPE) system capable of withstanding low-light environments
and dynamic backgrounds. We have compiled the first-ever neuromorphic camera dance HPE dataset
and devised a fully adaptable motion-to-event, physics-conscious simulator. YeLan surpasses baseline
models under strenuous conditions and exhibits resilience against varying clothing types, background
motion, viewing angles, occlusions, and lighting fluctuations.
� 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Technology-Mediated Dancing (TMD), which leverages digital
systems to facilitate remote, engaging, and health-promoting
physical activities in dance form, has always been a part of gaming.
More and more so, TMD is becoming a central part of the immer-
sive experience as the digital experience becomes more and more
blended with the physical reality. [1–3]. Ranging from remote
control-based gaming console games to Virtual Reality (VR) plat-
forms, various TMD forms are intertwining with users’ living
spaces. Human pose estimation (HPE) serves a crucial function in
TMDs, as it discerns users’ unique, intricate, and rapidly evolving
dance poses, enabling interaction with computers. To accommo-
date the broadest range of players, TMD necessitates high-fidelity
HPE that functions reliably in diverse, challenging, and realistic
indoor environments, such as dynamic lighting and background
conditions.1

Contemporary HPE systems predominantly rely on depth and
RGB cameras; however, both standard RGB camera-based and
depth-based monocular HPE systems [4–6] struggle to generate
ultra-fast, high-speed human pose inferences due to their limited
frame rates–a critical requirement for numerous real-world appli-
cations (e.g., virtual reality dance games, high-frequency motion
characterization for tremor monitoring applications). The FPS of
mainstream RGBD cameras (e.g., Microsoft Azure Kinect and Intel
RealSense) is typically limited to 30 FPS due to a combination of
hardware and software constraints, such as the time overhead
introduced by IR projectors. Although some high-spec RGB cam-
eras support relatively high FPS, they are usually fixed and have
an attainable upper limit. In contrast, neuromorphic cameras can
achieve a bandwidth of over 10 million events per second with a
minimum latency of approximately 20 ls (DAVIS 346). Provided
that computational resources are available, neuromorphic cameras
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2 Derived from a character in the video game Genshin Impact, the name YeLan
signifies ‘‘night orchid” and can also be construed as the Chinese term for ‘‘night
viewing.”
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can attain extremely high-frequency inference. A detailed analysis
can be found in the Results section surrounding Fig. 16. Moreover,
while RGB-based HPE falters in low-light conditions due to sub-
stantial motion blur-related issues, depth cameras can only oper-
ate within a limited depth range. Furthermore, neither camera
inherently distinguishes between static and moving objects, lead-
ing to both static and dynamic objects in the background being
captured alongside the target human body. These shortcomings
compromise HPE robustness in dynamic settings. Depth cameras,
which employ active infrared light, also demand considerable
power consumption. Consequently, our proposed work aims to
develop a high-speed, low-latency, and low-power 3D human pose
estimation framework capable of functioning in dynamic lighting
and motion environments.

Neuromorphic cameras [7], also known as Dynamic Vision Sen-
sors (DVS) or event cameras, have a silicon retina design based on a
core mechanism of mammalian vision, rendering them particularly
sensitive to moving targets and fluctuating lighting conditions.
These cameras operate on the premise that, for mammals, moving
objects often contain more valuable information for hunting and
evading predators, whereas relatively static backgrounds deserve
less attention for continuous monitoring and processing. Emulat-
ing this dynamic vision characteristic, each neuromorphic camera
pixel operates asynchronously; independently monitoring loga-
rithmic minute brightness changes, thereby ensuring sensitivity
to motion in both high and low-light conditions. This mechanism
inherently filters out static backgrounds without necessitating
the transmission of detailed, bulky frames each time an event
occurs. Instead, moving targets can rapidly activate numerous
events with exceptional time resolution, enhancing neuromorphic
camera sensitivity to dynamic targets. The wide dynamic range
renders neuromorphic cameras resilient across various situations:
from nighttime to glaring noon, from tunnels to night driving.
Beyond their advantages in low-light conditions, neuromorphic
cameras also exhibit reduced sensitivity to skin color and bright-
ness changes [8,9].

DVS HPE has garnered considerable interest recently due to the
aforementioned advantages, prompting the collection of several
noteworthy datasets [10,11]. Despite these datasets utilizing fixed
patterns for motion guidance rather than dances, they also exhibit
significant limitations concerning the development of pragmatic
systems. Data acquisition in these studies is conducted in ideal lab-
oratory settings, devoid of any background motion to serve as
interference. Lighting conditions are optimal and stable, precluding
the exploration of low and/or variable lighting scenarios. These
uncertainties and noise, reflective of real-world environments, pre-
sent genuine challenges that must be addressed to render this
technology more practical and generalizable. Consequently, we
introduce two novel datasets: one featuring a real-world dynamic
background under both high and low-light conditions, and the
other comprising a simulated environment with a fully control-
lable and customizable pipeline for generating new data samples
on demand. These datasets not only suit the needs of this research
but also benefit the broader community as they will be made pub-
licly available. A comparison between the existing neuromorphic
camera-based HPE datasets and our assembled datasets are pre-
sented in Table 1.

Not only are existing datasets overly idealistic, previous DVS
HPE efforts are further constrained by the ‘‘missing torso” problem,
an intrinsic limitation stemming from the dynamic properties of
the neuromorphic camera. When certain human body parts remain
stationary, neuromorphic cameras solely capture other moving
components, disregarding these static portions. Consequently, dur-
ing such periods, the event representation contains minimal or no
information about these parts, leading to substantial estimation
inaccuracies.
2

To construct a DVS HPE system compatible with more realistic
environments, we propose a two-stage system, YeLan2, which accu-
rately estimates human poses under low-light conditions amid noisy
background elements. In the first stage, an early-exit-style mask pre-
diction network is implemented to eliminate moving background
objects while maximizing energy efficiency. The second stage
employs a BiConvLSTM to facilitate information flow between
frames, mitigating the missing torso issue. Additionally, TORE vol-
ume is utilized to construct denser and more informative input ten-
sors, addressing the low event rate problem in low-light settings. We
conducted extensive experiments comparing our approach with
baseline DVS HPE methods, achieving state-of-the-art results on
the two proposed new datasets.

In summary, the core contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. YeLan represents the first neuromorphic camera-based 3D
human pose estimation solution tailored for dance motion,
functioning robustly in challenging conditions such as low
lighting and occlusion, and overcoming neuromorphic camera
limitations while harnessing their strengths.

2. Our end-to-end simulator enables precise, low-level control
over generated events and produces the first and largest neuro-
morphic camera dataset for dance HPE. This synthetic dataset
(Yelan-Syn-Dataset) surpasses existing resources in quantity
and variability.

3. We carry out a human subject study and collect a real-world
dance HPE dataset (Yelan-Real-Dataset), taking into account
low-light conditions and mobile background content. Both
datasets and code will be made publicly available following
publication.

2. Related Work

Dance and Its Effects: Spanning various age groups, dance has
a rich history and is a beloved form of communication and physical
activity with a rich history. Due to its cultural diversity and practi-
cality, dance has evolved into numerous variations across regions
and time periods, encompassing diverse styles, rhythms, intensi-
ties, and steps. Substantial research evidence supports the notion
that dance exerts a significant positive influence on physical and
mental health [15]. A recent study [16] revealed that dance can
enhance neuroplasticity and stimulate neural activation in multi-
ple brain regions. Consequently, dance can serve as a rehabilitative
tool for an array of brain-related pathologies [15]. Recent literature
indicates that dance therapy can have a considerable positive
impact on depression [17], schizophrenia [2], Parkinson’s [18],
fibromyalgia [1,19], dementia [20], cognitive deterioration [3,21],
stress [22], and chronic stroke [23].

Technology-mediated dance has gained popularity in recent
years [24], rendering dance more accessible and facilitating learn-
ing [25,26]. Dance has been integrated into various video games
[24,27,25,28], including the Just Dance Series [29], Dance Dance
Revolution [30], and Dance Central [31]. Additionally, movement-
based VR rhythm games such as Beat Saber [32], Synth Riders
[33], and Dance Collider [34] have emerged.

High-fidelity 3D human pose estimation is a critical component
of technology-mediated dance, as it enables the translation of
dance gestures into input or commands [35,36] for AR/VR or dance
video games. These 3D human pose estimators facilitate perfor-
mance evaluation, personalized feedback, and choreography [24].
However, conventional RGB and depth camera-based 3D human
pose estimations often struggle to capture rapid or high-speed



Table 1
A comparison between existing 3D HPE datasets and our collected datasets. y: ‘‘Modality” indicates the modality used in the proposed pipeline rather than all paired modalities. z:
‘‘tight” refers to Mocap-specific tight clothing, ‘‘casual” to everyday attire, and ‘‘arbitrary” to any clothing type, even if it may cause significant occlusion. �: This dataset is not
publicly available.

Study Human3.6 M[12] MKV[13] DHP19[10] MMHPSD�[14] YeLan

Modalityy RGB RGBD DVS DVS DVS
Inference Rate 50 FPS 10 FPS Arbitrary,

50 FPS verified.
15FPS Arbitrary,

150 FPS verified.
Lighting Ideal Ideal Ideal Ideal Low to High
Data Type Real Real Real Real Synthetic Real
Background Static Static Static Static Dynamic Both
View Arbitrary Arbitrary Arbitrary Arbitrary Arbitrary Front
Clothing� Casual Casual Tight Casual Arbitrary Tight
Data Size 3,600,000 22,406 350,860 240,000 3,958,169 446,158
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pose changes during dance performances in challenging conditions
(e.g., low light, dynamic background). In this work, we introduce a
neuromorphic camera-based 3D human pose estimation system
designed to support technology-mediated dance in these dynamic
and demanding settings.

Human Pose Estimation: Depending on the taxonomy, existing
3D human pose estimation methods can be classified by modality,
the number of sensors used in tracking, and result forms. Most
approaches rely on RGB-based [37–39,6,5] or RGB-Depth-based
modalities [40–42,13]. Generally, RGB image-based methods have
lower equipment requirements and are more extensively explored.
However, RGB-Depth cameras benefit from the additional depth
information they provide, aiding in detection, segmentation, and
parts localization. Still, depth cameras depend heavily on IR projec-
tors for depth map construction, which consume significant power
and are sensitive to bright environmental light. This limits the
working distance and FOV of RGBD cameras and hinders their out-
door application.

For the second classification method, the resulting two cate-
gories are: monocular [43,5,13] and multi-view [44–46] methods.
The multi-view method requires substantially more power and
involves capturing subjects from multiple views/cameras posi-
tioned at different angles around a capturing area [47]. Moreover,
setting up a multi-view neuromorphic camera data collection sys-
tem is complex and costly, making applications outside the lab
very challenging. The monocular method estimates human pose
from a single camera view.

An alternative classification approach for human pose estima-
tion techniques involves determining if they are model-based
methods, as described by Omran et al. [48], or skeleton-based
methods, as outlined by Chen et al. [4]. While the model-based
method seeks to reconstruct the full 3D body shape of a human
model [6], skeleton-based methods utilize a bone skeleton as an
intermediate representation and regress the joint locations in 3D
space. In this work, we use a monocular skeleton-based DVS HPE
approach to achieve a more efficient and practical solution for 3D
HPE in real-world settings.

Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS), or neuromorphic camera, was
originally proposed by Lichtsteiner et al. [7]. In recent years, the
neuromorphic camera has increasingly garnered attention and
has been applied to various computer vision tasks, including object
recognition [49,50], segmentation [51], corner detection [52,53],
gesture recognition [10,54,55], optical flow estimation [56,57],
depth estimation [58,59], Simultaneous Localization And Mapping
(SLAM) [60,61], autonomous driving [62,63], and human pose esti-
mation [64,10,14]. While RGB cameras struggle due to motion blur,
neuromorphic cameras are highly sensitive to lux variations in
both extremely overexposed and underexposed scenes [65] by
design.

Neuromorphic Camera-based Human Pose Estimation:While
neuromorphic cameras have been previously proposed for human
3

pose estimation in existing literature, the focus of prior work has
mainly been on designing algorithms for relatively noise-free,
background-activity-less, and well-lit settings. For instance, the
recent neuromorphic camera HPE dataset, DHP19 [10], features
event recordings of human movements, poses, and moving objects,
and [14] further collected a multi-modality HPE dataset. Addition-
ally, some neuromorphic camera datasets have been employed in
gesture recognition [66] and action recognition [67]. However,
these datasets capture a limited number of motion trajectory types
in controlled, noise-free environments, which hampers the devel-
opment of a robust neuromorphic camera-based sensing system.

The lack of a diversified dataset in realistic conditions under low
and dynamic light is a major bottleneck for creating a more robust
neuromorphic camera-based sensing system. In this work, we
address this issue by demonstrating how a neuromorphic
camera-based mobile sensing platform can effectively capture
high-frequency 3D human poses during a dance performance
while being highly resilient to various real-world challenging con-
ditions. We aim to develop a versatile and robust system for
human pose estimation that can be successfully applied in a wide
range of real-world scenarios by incorporating resilience to low
light; dynamic moving backgrounds; higher sensor fields of view;
longer distances between the sensor and target human; and
diverse outfits or clothing.
3. Design Consideration

Challenges in Neuromorphic Camera-based Dancing HPE: In
contrast to everyday movements or gestures such as walking,
jumping, and waving hands, dance encompasses a far greater
diversity of movements that are unlikely to be included in existing
fixed-activities-based HPE datasets, rendering dancing HPE a more
challenging and generalized problem. Furthermore, compared to
gesture recognition-level daily actions, a dancer constantly alters
their pose at a significantly faster pace. The average joint location
change rate is generally much larger, imposing a higher demand
on the temporal resolution of pose estimation. This is particularly
true for high-fidelity and professional dancing recordings
employed in the gaming industry or virtual dance video
production.

Neuromorphic cameras, with their inherent high-frequency and
motion-sensitive characteristics, are well-suited for addressing
these challenges. However, they also face unique obstacles com-
pared to RGB-based methods. For instance, in noisy and dynamic
environments, their extreme motion sensitivity can result in
numerous events from environmental signals rather than the
actual dancer’s motion. Sometimes, these events even overwhelm
those generated by the dancer, leading to a severe event filtering
problem. Moreover, low-light conditions produce fewer events
for the same movement and hence further lower the signal-to-
noise ratio in the event representation.
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To address these challenges, YeLan proposes an early-exit-style
event filtering mechanism that predicts a binary mask over the tar-
get human body and rejects all events not generated due to the
user’s body movement. This helps to improve the accuracy and
reliability of the human pose estimation model in various
environments.

Missing torso problem: Another unique problem for DVS HPE
is the missing torso problem. During physical activity, not all body
parts move equally. For instance, the upper body may be in motion
while the lower body remains stationary. This partial immobility
results in the silence of corresponding pixels within the neuromor-
phic camera, leading to a higher error rate in predicting these miss-
ing joints. To solve this problem, we need to focus on the following
points:

1. Appropriate spatiotemporal representation: An adeptly designed
spatiotemporal representation can efficiently compile informa-
tion derived from an extensive event stream, preserve vital his-
torical data, and eliminate noise events. These factors
collectively enhance the understanding of human body part
locations and mitigate the missing torso issue.

2. Information flow between frames: Neighboring frames exhibit
similarities in historical information and human joint locations.
By considering the feature maps of these frames as a time series
and employing a robust temporal method to facilitate informa-
tion flow between frames, it becomes possible to gather
insights regarding the missing torso and generate more persua-
sive joint location estimates.

Prior research on neuromorphic cameras has introduced various
representations, such as event frames [68], constant-count frames
[69], time surfaces [70], and voxel grids [71]. A time surface is a
2D representation in which each pixel encodes the timestamp of
the most recent event as its pixel value. Each pixel retains the
timestamp of the latest event [72] occurring at that location. A
voxel grid, meanwhile, constitutes a 3D histogram of events, where
each voxel denotes the number of events within a specified interval
at a particular pixel location. By retaining the spatiotemporal infor-
mation of the entire event history, voxel grids circumvent the loss
of information associated with collapsing the history into a 2D grid
representation. However, event frames, event counts, and voxel
grids do not effectively conserve distantly related historical infor-
mation, deteriorating the missing torso problem. Time surfaces,
conversely, may discard temporal information and are unable to
maintain information from multiple events at identical pixel loca-
tions. Furthermore, these existing representations are hindered by
a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in poorly illuminated conditions.

In this study, we employ a modified Time Ordered Recent Event
(TORE) volume representation [73] that concurrently preserves
both the most recent and relevant historical information, thereby
helping alleviate the missing torso issue. This representation also
functions as a noise filter for noise types such as salt and pepper
without impacting other significant signals.

Spatiotemporal representation: Learning a representation that
preserves meaningful spatiotemporal information properly about
the human pose is a fundamental challenge. Especially given that
neuromorphic cameras can generate a massive event sequence
within a short period of time.

Prior work on neuromorphic cameras proposed different repre-
sentations, including event frame [68], constant-count frame [69],
time surface [70], and voxel grid [71]. Time surface is a 2D repre-
sentation where each pixel records the most recent event’s times-
tamp as its pixel value. Each pixel stores the timestamp of the last
event [72] in that location. A voxel grid is a 3D histogram of events.
Each voxel represents the number of events in an interval at a pixel
location. Voxel grid prevents information loss by preserving spa-
4

tial–temporal information of the whole history instead of collaps-
ing the history into a 2D grid representation. However, event
frame, event count, or voxel grid do not preserve relatively distant
historical information, which gives rise to the missing torso prob-
lem. Time surface, on the other hand, can discard the temporal
information and cannot keep the information frommultiple events
at the same pixel location. Moreover, these existing representa-
tions suffer from a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in low-lighting
conditions.

In this work, we use a modified Time Ordered Recent Event
(TORE) volume representation [73] that can simultaneously pre-
serve both the latest information and recent historical information,
which can then compensate for the missing torso problem. It also
serves as a noise filter for noises like salt and paper without affect-
ing other informative signals.
4. Proposed System

4.1. Event Preprocessing and TORE Volume

TORE [73] attempts to mimic the human retina by preserving
the membrane’s potential properties. A fixed-length(e.g., K) First-
In-First-Out (FIFO) queue is adopted to record the relative times-
tamp of the most recent K events. When a new event enters a pix-
el’s queue, its relative timestamp is inserted, and the oldest event
in the queue is expelled. TORE calculates the logarithm of these
timestamps in the FIFO buffer. TORE transforms the sparse event
stream into a dense, bio-inspired representation with minimal
information loss, achieving state-of-the-art results in various DVS
tasks (e.g., classification, denoising, human pose estimation). A
comprehensive comparison of different representations can be
found in [73].

In contrast to the original TORE volume, we modify TORE
through normalization, 0–1 flip, and range scaling. We first per-
form the missing normalization and then invert the normalized
maximum and minimum values. In the original paper [73], the old-
est events and pixels with no recorded events are assigned the
maximum value log sð Þ, which is counterintuitive and may hinder
the convergence speed. We can readily address this issue by setting
the value v in TORE to 1� v=log sð Þ. With this modification, older
events have lower values, while newer events have higher values,
and pixels with no recorded events are set to 0. Lastly, since the
logarithm is utilized in TORE calculations, the most recent 4.63ls
occupies the 0:7;1½ � range of the entire 0;1½ �, and 4.63ls is shorter
than the DVS camera’s sensitivity time (150 ms, as used in the orig-
inal TORE paper [73]). Consequently, a rescaling is introduced to
mitigate this issue. Our modification formula is as follows:

v0 ¼ 1� v=log sð Þð Þj 0;0:7½ �=0:7 ð1Þ

where v and v0 denote the original and modified TORE values, while
the notation xj a;b½ � indicates the value of x is clamped within the
range a; b½ �.

TORE maintains a first-in-first-out queue individually for each
pixel, with values in the queue decreasing over time. TORE can pre-
serve pixel history for up to five seconds. These attributes render it
suitable for dynamic conditions. In high-lighting conditions, TORE
can discard redundant histories for the same pixel, alleviating the
model’s computational burden. In low-lighting conditions, past
event histories can compensate and aid in determining the position
of some joints that have not moved significantly during the last
time window, thereby helping address the missing torso issue.
Fig. 1 illustrates the process of generating modified TORE volumes.
(See Fig. 2).



Fig. 1. The schematic representation of the TORE volume. As each pixel in the neuromorphic camera operates asynchronously, we establish a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue
for each pixel corresponding to each event polarity (polarity denotes whether the event is triggered by an increase or decrease in brightness). The queue possesses a depth of
K (here K = 3), and when a queue becomes full and subsequent events arrive, the oldest event is removed from the queue. The ith layer of TORE is produced by extracting the ith

event stored in the FIFO queues of all pixels.

Fig. 2. The pipeline of the proposed YeLan. It initially processes the event stream into TORE volumes, which are subsequently sent to the stage one human body mask
prediction network. This network predicts a series of masks for the ensuing frames, accompanied by quality-assessment scores to minimize computation costs. The estimated
human mask undergoes point-wise multiplication with the original TORE volume before advancing to the next stage. Stage two encompasses the human pose estimation
network, where BiConvLSTM and three hourglass-like refinement blocks are employed to estimate the heatmap of joints’ projections on three orthogonal planes. The precise
3D coordinates of these joints are determined through a triangulation method based on these heatmaps.
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4.2. Event Filtering with Human Body Mask Prediction Network

To filter out events triggered by background activities and neu-
romorphic camera hardware noise (e.g., hot pixel and leak noise
[74]), a mask prediction network is employed, capable of predict-
ing a human body mask from the TORE volume representation.

For the mask prediction network, we adopt a modified version
of U-Net [75] proposed by Olaf et al. Unlike the original version,
our modified iteration can predict the mask for the current input
frame and a series of masks following this frame. Each predicted
mask is generated in conjunction with a confidence score. The pri-
mary rationale behind predicting the human body mask of future
frames is that future motion trajectories of different human body
parts are generally predictable with information about current
and previous motion trajectories. Time-Ordered Recent Event
(TORE) volume representation efficiently captures current and pre-
vious motion history. This enables the mask prediction network to
estimate human body masks of the current and future frames and
their corresponding confidence scores. The confidence scores offer
an early-exit-like mechanism, allowing the computational pipeline
to bypass mask prediction for a specific frame if the mask predicted
based on a previous frame’s TORE volume achieves a high confi-
dence score. This mechanism significantly reduces the computa-
tional cost and energy consumption (further results in
Section 7.3). For the predicted mask, the U-Net generates floating
5

point numbers between 0 and 1, with a binarization process
employing a minimal threshold of 0:1. The small threshold ensures
that the generated mask does not exclude any parts of the human
body, as failure to encompass the entirety would result in greater
error than permitting a slight amount of noise.

Denote the input TORE representation as Xt , and the U-Net here
as u, with the first half denoted as udown and the latter half as uup.
Then, we have:

u Xtð Þ ¼ M0
t ; S

0
texists&S0t P b

Mt ;Mtþ1; � � � ;MtþL�1½ �;Otherwise

(
ð2Þ

whereMt represents the predicted human mask at timestamp t, and
Mt0 signifies the human mask of this timestamp previously pre-
dicted. The confidence scores of Mt and Mt 0 are denoted as St and
St 0, respectively, where:

St ; � � � ; StþL�1½ � ¼ MLP P Conv1 udown Xtð Þ½ �½ � þ P Conv2 u Xtð Þ½ �½ �½ � ð3Þ

when the corresponding St0 does not exist. Here, P represents adap-
tive pooling layers, Conv denotes convolutional layers, and MLP sig-
nifies a multi-layer perceptron.

A significant challenge in training the mask prediction network
with an end-to-end approach is the absence of a realistic neuro-
morphic camera dataset containing labeled human body mask
sequences for recorded event streams. Nevertheless, as our pro-
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posed motion-to-event simulator (outlined in Section 5) can gener-
ate paired pixel-level human masks at a high frame rate, they can
be utilized to comprehensively train the mask prediction network.

4.3. Human Pose Estimation Network

The human pose estimation network comprises a ResNet-based
feature extractor, a Bidirectional Convolutional LSTM
(BiConvLSTM) layer, an HPE backbone, and a triangulation module.
The initial portion of ResNet34 functions as the feature extractor,
succeeded by a BiConvLSTM layer incorporating a skip connection.
Given that the human body undergoes no abrupt changes within a
relatively brief temporal window, adjacent frames typically exhibit
similar ground truth labels. This continuity in human joint move-
ments renders it advantageous to reference neighboring frames
when estimating joint positions.

BiConvLSTM represents a bidirectional variant of ConvLSTM
[76], in which ConvLSTM constitutes a form of recurrent neural
network designed for spatiotemporal prediction, incorporating
convolutional structures within both input-to-state and state-to-
state transitions. Subsequently, the HPE backbone comprises three
hourglass-like CNN blocks, each producing a series of marginal
heatmaps to reconstruct the coordinates of human joints in 3D
space. All intermediate outputs from these three blocks are utilized
to compute the loss with the ground truth heatmaps, while the
final two blocks can be regarded as refinement networks. The fea-
ture extractor and backbone network architecture have been
developed based on a model proposed in [11]. Denoting the feature
extractor as c1 and the generated feature map as Ft , we have:

Ft ¼ c1 Xt �Mtð Þ ð4Þ
where the symbol � denotes pixel-wise multiplication. Conse-
quently, the generated joint heatmaps Ht can be derived as follows:

Ht ¼ c2 Conv BiConvLSTM Ftð Þ; Ft½ �½ � ð5Þ
For each joint, YeLan generates three heatmaps depicting the prob-
ability of its projected position on the xy, xz, and yz planes (denoted
as Hxy

t ;Hxz
t ;H

yz
t ). Subsequently, a soft-argmax operator is applied to

extract the normalized coordinates of the joint. Ultimately, predic-
tions from the xy plane serve as the final estimations for x and y
coordinates, while values for z are computed by averaging the yz
and xz predictions. The formula can be expressed as follows:

xxytj ; y
xy
tj

h i
¼ r Hxy

tj

� �
ð6Þ

xxztj ; z
xz
tj

h i
¼ r Hxz

tj

� �
ð7Þ
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yz
tj

h i
¼ r Hyz

tj

� �
ð8Þ

pxyz
tj ¼ xxytj ; y

xy
tj ;

zyztj þ zxztj
2

" #
ð9Þ

where xxyt denotes the estimated x at time t for a specific joint j’s
predicted xy-plane heatmap, r means the soft-argmax operator,
and pxyz represents the predicted 3D coordinates for joint j at time t.

The ground truth labels employed during training and testing
are normalized prior to being input into the network. For a partic-
ular joint, we initially project it onto a plane parallel to the cam-
era’s image plane, maintaining the same depth as the depth
reference. The head joint’s depth value serves as this reference.
Subsequently, the 3D space within the DVS camera’s view is
mapped to a cube with a range of �1;1½ �. Finally, as the network
does not directly predict the 3D coordinates of a joint but instead
forecasts its marginal heatmaps, we extract the joints’ projections
on three orthogonal faces of the normalized space cube to generate
the ground truth for marginal heatmaps. The ultimate marginal
6

heatmaps are computed using a Gaussian filter applied to these
projection images [11].

4.4. Loss

For the mask prediction network, the loss function comprises
three components. The initial component is the Binary Cross
Entropy (BCE) loss, computed between the predicted mask seriesbM and the corresponding ground truth masksM. This loss is imple-
mented to ensure the precision of all generated masks. Subse-
quently, a Mean Square Error (MSE) loss is calculated over the
predicted confidence scores S and their ground truth. The ground
truth score represents the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between a
predicted mask and its respective ground truth mask. Finally,
although the objective is to predict the mask series for the current
frame and subsequent frames, they are not uniformly significant. It
is imperative to ensure that masks for proximate frames receive
greater weighting, particularly for the current frame. Conse-
quently, an additional BCE loss is computed between the predicted

mask for the current frame ( bM0) and its corresponding ground
truth M0. The cumulative loss is:

Lossmask ¼ BCE M; bM� �
þ BCE M0; bM0

� �
þMSE S;MAE M; bM� �� �

ð10Þ

We employed the loss presented in [11] for the human pose estima-
tion network. As the marginal heatmaps can be interpreted as prob-
ability distributions of joint locations, Jensen-Shannon Divergence
(JSD) can be applied between the predicted heatmaps by each block

(bHi, where i denotes the block index) and the ground truth heat-
maps H on each projection plane (xy; xz; zy). Additionally, a geomet-
rical loss is computed between the reconstructed 3D joint
coordinates p̂xyz and their ground truth pxyz. The loss for this stage
can be expressed as follows:

LossHPE ¼
X
i

jjp̂i
xyz � pxyzjj2 þ JSD Hxy; bHxy

� �
þ JSD Hxz; bHxz

� ��
þJSD Hzy; bHzy

� ��
ð11Þ
5. Synthetic Data Generation with Motion-to-Event Simulator

First and foremost, while some neuromorphic camera-based
HPE datasets exist [10], they primarily focus on fixed everyday
movements (e.g., walking, jumping, waving hands), causing mod-
els trained on them to falter when faced with intricate movements.
Dance performances generally encompass swift and complex ges-
tures, which are scarce in a typical everyday gesture dataset such
as [10]. Furthermore, these datasets have been collected under
optimal lighting conditions with blank or static backgrounds, fail-
ing to represent real-world environments. Additionally, the extant
dataset suffers from a lack of diversity in participants, motion
dynamics, clothing styles, and types of background activities. Con-
cerning clothing, all participants don identical, form-fitting black
attire. To address this critical gap, we propose generating synthetic
data with a comprehensive motion-to-event simulator.

Regarding simulators, though several existing neuromorphic
camera simulators are available [77,78,74,79], they share a com-
mon and pivotal issue. Almost all exclusively convert existing
images or videos into event streams, rather than creating highly
customized event streams tailored to specific research problem
requirements. Furthermore, for existing simulators, if the source
video lacks human joint labels, the generated event stream is also
devoid of labels. Nonetheless, in this work, the simulator we
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develop employs a physics-aware rendering system and renders all
relevant parameters fully controlled and customized, including
lighting, motion, human gender, body shape, skin color, clothing
and accessories, background, and scenes. This feature allows us
to implement complex dance movements, and all generated data
is paired with accurate labels.

5.1. Advantages of Synthetic Data

Numerous advantages of employing a synthetic data generator
have been emphasized in recent work [80], with a car driving-
based DVS event simulator also proposed [81]. Acquiring real-
world data is both costly and time-consuming, as high costs per
participant limit sample size, scene scale, and diversity in physical
and environmental attributes. The synthetic dataset generation
process affords comprehensive control, enabling precise manage-
ment of a wide array of parameters. The resulting video file can
be rendered at an exceptionally high frame rate (FPS), mitigating
blur issues stemming from under or over-exposure in dynamic
lighting conditions. Finally, the ground truth of human joints’ 3D
locations can be extracted within the software for various dances
and human models.

5.2. Tools used in the simulator

Synthetic data generation consists of RGB dance video render-
ing, human joints’ position extraction, and events generation.
MikuMikuDance (MMD), Blender, and V2E are chosen for each
step, respectively.

MMD is a freeware animation program that lets users animate
and creates 3D animated movies. This software is simple but pow-
erful, with a long history and a big open-source community behind
Fig. 3. The pipeline for synthetic data generation utilizing the comprehensive motion-to-
other settings as input. These inputs are rendered into RGB and human mask videos in
processing as event streams using V2E, while the corresponding labels are computed in

7

it. Plenty of human models, scenes, and movement data can be
easily accessed for free. In addition, it can automatically handle
clothing physics and interaction with the body in a sophisticated
manner with minimal manual adjustment.

Software Blender is adopted to generate human joints’ ground
truth labels and camera matrix. Blender is a free and open-source
3D computer graphics software for creating animated films,
motion graphics, etc. It is highly customizable, and all essential
information can be accessed during rendering, including the 6
degrees of freedom coordinates of human joints and the camera
center. The 13 key points’ ground truth coordinates are extracted
at 300 frames per second (FPS).

Lastly, Video to Event (V2E) is used for event generation. V2E is a
toolset released in 2021 by Delbruck et al. [74]. It can synthesize
realistic event data from any conventional frame-based video using
an accurate pixel model that mimics the neuromorphic camera’s
nonidealities. According to its author, V2E supports an extensive
range of customizable parameters and is currently the only tool
to model neuromorphic cameras realistically under low illumina-
tion conditions.

5.3. Comprehensive Motion-to-Event Simulator

As Fig. 3 shows, our proposed motion-to-event generator takes
3D character models, motion files, camera views, and lighting con-
ditions as inputs. MMD renders RGB dance videos and their paired
human mask videos given these inputs, while Blender generates
corresponding ground truths. For each camera view, a camera
intrinsic and extrinsic matrix is calculated by Blender as well.

Then our simulator combines these rendered dance videos with
collected background videos by referring to the paired mask
videos. According to [74], if a video’s temporal resolution is low,
event simulator comprises motion files, human models, camera views, lighting, and
MMD, subsequently merged with background videos. The merged videos undergo
Blender.



Fig. 4. Settings of human subject data collection in an indoor laboratory setting.
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generated event stream will be less realistic. However, due to the
software limitation and background video quality, the synthesized
videos are at 60 FPS. This gap in FPS is compensated using Super-
SlowMo[82], which can interpolate videos to a high FPS with con-
vincing results. To reduce the time and computation cost, we only
apply SuperSlowMo to dance and background videos before the
merging. This way, we do not have to interpolate synthesized
videos for each human and background combination.

After the RGB video rendering, merged videos are sent to the
V2E events stream generator. Many parameters such as event trig-
ger thresholds, noise level, and slow-motion interpolation scale,
can be modified in detail. These features enable us to generate
many highly customizable DVS event streams at a meager cost in
a short time. To simulate situations in the real world, we increase
the noise as the brightness decreases.

For human joints’ ground truth, as mentioned above, we write
our customized scripts and inject them into Blender to collect
the exact position of all joints while rendering scenes at 300 FPS.
Also, scripts help extract the camera’s intrinsic and extrinsic matrix
Fig. 5. RGB frame samples from the synthetic data genera

8

used in the label pre-processing. Besides the advantages men-
tioned above, 3D human models have even more initial flexibility.
Skin color, height, body style, clothing, hair color, style, and acces-
sories are all easily modifiable - which is very difficult to do in real-
world data collection.

5.4. Synthetic Dataset Description

Utilizing the comprehensive motion-to-event simulator, we
have generated a vast synthetic dataset Yelan-Syn-Dataset, com-
prising approximately 4 million data samples (specifically,
3,958,169 frames). Examples of synthetically generated RGB
frames are shown in Fig. 5. The total dataset size is around 2.6 ter-
abytes. This data was synthesized from 1320 combinations of var-
ious variables, including 10 human models, 8 one-minute dance
motions, 11 background videos, 4 camera views (i.e., front, back,
left, right), and 3 different lighting conditions (i.e., high, medium,
low). This dataset contains processed TORE volume, paired labels
and masks, constant-time frames with identical time steps
ted by the comprehensive motion-to-event simulator.



Fig. 6. RGB frame samples from the Yelan-Real-Dataset collected in motion capture laboratory.

Fig. 7. Sample results from Yelan-Syn-Dataset in different lighting conditions with dynamic backgrounds. The RGB frames, corresponding event representation TORE,
generated masks, ground truth, and predicted 3D human pose are shown.
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(20 ms), and raw event stream files for generating any other cus-
tomized representations. Due to computational resource and train-
ing time constraints, only 30% of data instances from 330 selected
setting combinations are employed for training and validation.
They are shuffled and partitioned with an 8:2 ratio. Subsequently,
we randomly select 82 setting combinations from the remaining
990 unused combinations as the test set. (See Fig. 6).
6. Human Subject Study with Dynamic Lighting and
Background

6.1. Real-World Dataset in Motion Capture Facility

In addition to the synthetic dataset Yelan-Syn-Dataset, we have
conducted an Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved human
subject study to collect a real-world human pose dataset, Yelan-
Real-Dataset, from nine participants. Seven of the participants
are male and two are female. The participants, aged 20–31, were
recruited from a university campus using a snowball sampling
9

technique. During this study, our participants were asked to play
the Nintendo dance game ‘‘Just Dance 2021”. Each participant
selected five songs to dance to during the study after a brief train-
ing period with the tutorial dances in the Nintendo dance game. A
monitor provided further guidance/cues for participants to follow
along. (See Fig. 7).

A 9-camera-based 3D motion capture system (Qualisys AB,
Göteborg, Sweden) was used to obtain ground truth 3D kinematics
data of the human body, providing the 3D absolute coordinates for
all selected human joints at a frame rate of 200 frames per second
(FPS). A neuromorphic camera (DAVIS 346 [83]) and an RGB cam-
era were simultaneously operated to record the participants’
movements. Other essential equipment included a flicker-free
LED light, IR filter, cardboard background, monitor, and Nintendo
Switch. During the dataset collection, the lighting condition was
strictly controlled to induce low-lighting and high-lighting condi-
tions. All the lights except a dim flicker-free lamp were turned
off during the low-lighting conditions session. The IR filter was
attached in front of the neuromorphic camera’s lens to filter out
the events caused by IR light emitted by the motion capture
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system. Fig. 4 illustrates the data collection settings, hardware,
sensor arrangements, and mechanisms to generate background
noise.

In the dynamic background condition, a person behind the tar-
get participant randomly moved with a large cardboard vehicle. On
the other hand, for static background cases, no other movable con-
tents appear in the background during recording. On average, each
participant danced for about 20 min, and the time was distributed
equally to the four conditions mentioned above. Static background
cases are only included for result comparison, as mask-based back-
ground filtering is not helpful in these cases. We divided Yelan-
Real-Dataset simply by selecting all the events generated by partic-
ipants seven (male) and eight (female) as test sets. All other data is
shuffled and divided into training and validation sets with the
same 8:2 ratio. We prepared a short video to further illustrate
the rich synthetic and real-world data, which can be found at bit.
ly/yelan-research.

7. Results

7.1. Training Details

In this study, all models are trained using eight 1080ti or 2080ti
graphics cards. The batch size remains consistent throughout the
training process: stage one employs a batch size of 128, while stage
two utilizes a batch size of 16. Training parameters for all stages
include a learning rate of 0.001, an Adam optimizer with a weight
decay of 1e� 5, and early stopping with a patience of 10 epochs. A
learning rate scheduler is implemented to reduce the learning rate
by half every N epochs, with N set to 5 in stage one and 10 in stage
two to account for differences in training patterns and convergence
speeds. This project is executed using Pytorch-Lightning [84].
YeLan’s stages one and two are trained separately. Owing to ground
truth limitations, the mask prediction network is trained exclu-
sively on synthetic data and applied directly in both Yelan-Syn-
Dataset and Yelan-Real-Dataset. Stage two is initially pretrained
on Yelan-Syn-Dataset and subsequently fine-tuned on Yelan-Real-
Dataset.

7.2. Evaluation Metrics

In accordance with convention, the primary evaluation metric
employed in this study is the Mean Per-Joint Position Error
(MPJPE), a widely used metric in HPE. Additionally, two other pop-
ular metrics, PCK and AUC, are considered in the main comparison.
The MPJPE is calculated by averaging the Euclidean distance
between each predicted joint and its corresponding ground-truth
joint, typically measured in millimeters. PCK represents the Per-
centage of Correct Keypoints according to a commonly used
threshold value of 150 mm. A predicted joint is considered correct
and given a value of 1 if it is within a 150 mm cube centered on the
ground truth joint; otherwise, it is deemed incorrect and assigned a
value of 0. AUC refers to the Area Under the Curve for the PCK met-
ric at varying thresholds. Standard threshold sets, consisting of 30
evenly spaced numbers from 0 to 500 mm, are used in this study.
The target AUC is determined by first calculating the PCK at all
threshold values and then computing their mean value.

MPJPE ¼ 1
J

XJ

i

jjpxyz � p̂xyzjj ð12Þ

PCKa ¼ 1
J

XJ

i

sign a� jjpxyz � p̂xyzjj
� � ð13Þ

AUC ¼ 1
N

XA
a¼0

PCKa pxyz; p̂xyz
� � ð14Þ
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joint positions, respectively, while J represents the number of skele-
ton joints. For PCK and AUC calculations, a corresponds to the
threshold and A refers to the maximum threshold. N in AUC indi-
cates the number of different thresholds utilized.

In the present study, we selected baseline methods introduced
by Scarpellini et al. [11] and Baldwin et al. [73], both initially pub-
lished in 2021. Scarpellini et al. employed two event-count-based
representations–constant event count frames and voxel grid–that
exhibit a variable time step, causing a loss of synchronization with
our labels and TORE volumes. As a result, we adapted the original
work to accept constant time representations as input, setting the
time step for this representation at 20 ms to ensure accurate label
matching.

Baldwin et al. presented the TORE volume and evaluated it
using the model and dataset proposed by Calabrese et al. [10],
employing an alternative representation to demonstrate the supe-
rior performance of their novel representation in the multi-view
human pose estimation task. With the goal of developing a monoc-
ular human pose estimation framework in this paper, we utilized
the same monocular HPE model from Scarpellini et al. [11], substi-
tuting the representation with TORE to showcase the efficacy of
Baldwin et al.’s [73] method in this new task.

Alongside the hourglass-like HPE backbones selected for this
study, we also explored other commonly used structures, such as
residual block-based and bottleneck block-based backbones [85].
Throughout these experiments, we maintained a consistent num-
ber of blocks for all designs and kept all other settings and condi-
tions constant.
7.3. Evaluation

Table 2 illustrates the performance comparison between the
proposed YeLan and baseline models on both Yelan-Syn-Dataset
and Yelan-Real-Dataset. The table shows that the baseline mod-
els consistently underperform the proposed YeLan model in
both conditions. In Yelan-Syn-Dataset, the model proposed by
the Scarpellini et al. [11] achieves an MPJPE and PCK of respec-
tively 91.88 and 83.92% while the model proposed by the Bald-
win et al. [73] with TORE representations have a slightly
improved performance of respectively 59.34 MPJPE and 93.17%
PCK. The proposed YeLan system outperforms the baseline mod-
els by a significant margin and achieves the lowest MPJPE of
46.57 and the highest PCK of 96.34% on Yelan-Syn-Dataset.
(See Table 3).

Compared to the synthetic data, the performance of all the
models on the real-world data is worse. The real-world data comes
with its own challenges and unique characteristics, like more noise
and limited transmission bandwidth. Compared to the perfect
ground truth labels generated in the synthetic data, some non-
negligible spatial and temporal mismatch happens in the real-
world data, especially considering the fact that the background
activities often block some IR cameras used for motion capture.
There is also substantial heterogeneity in the skeletal formations
and impedance-matching states in the real-world data. Lastly, in
the real-world data, another researcher generating background
activities are also in the camera’s view, who is sometimes recog-
nized and masked as an additional human and confuse the models
as a result. Consequently, the performance of the real-world data
will be expected to be lower than that of the synthetic data. How-
ever, the proposed YeLan still achieves the lowest metrics com-
pared to the baseline models. The baseline models are designed
to work in ideal environments which do not suffer from dynamic
lighting conditions and moving background content problems,
which contributes to their poor performance in more realistic
environments.



Table 2
Test set results comparison on three metrics for Yelan-Syn-Dataset and Yelan-Real-Dataset. y: P means YeLan with pre-training on Yelan-Syn-Dataset and tuned on Yelan-Real-
Dataset. HG: Hourglass-like blocks backbone. RES: Residual backbone. BTN: Bottleneck backbone.

Yelan-Syn-Dataset Yelan-Real-Dataset

Methods Representation MPJPE# PCK(%)" AUC(%)" MPJPE PCK AUC

Scarpellini et al., 2021 Constant Time 91.88 83.92 80.95 111.57 78.12 77.03
Baldwin et al., 2021 TORE 59.34 93.17 86.97 101.97 82.22 78.90
YeLan - BTN TORE 126.50 84.70 81.49 137.21 69.74 72.47
YeLan - RES TORE 58.95 93.51 86.97 112.49 77.76 76.88
YeLan - HG TORE 46.57 96.34 89.37 96.61 81.88 79.78
YeLan - HG - Py TORE - - - 90.94 85.14 80.91

Table 3
The comparison between RGB, RGBD, and a neuromorphic camera, DAVIS346. For FOV, H, V, and D stand for horizontal, vertical, and diagonal FOV.

Camera Type RGB (In DAVIS 346) RGBD (Intel RealSense 435i) DVS (DAVIS346)

Update Rate Up to 40 Frames/ sec 30 Frames/ sec Up to 12 MEvents/ sec
FOV Any large,

Dependent on lens.
Lens are replaceable.

IR Projector: Depth:
H: 90 ± 3 H: 87
V: 63 ± 3 V: 58
D: 99 ± 3 D: 95
FOVs are fixed.

Any large,
Dependent on lens.
Lens are replaceable.

Dynamic Range 56.7 dB N/A 120 dB
Power

Consumption
140mW Maximum Power: 2850mW

(Measured on Windows 10)
10-30mW
(activity dependent)

Working Distance N/A 0.2�3 m, varies with lighting
conditions.

N/A
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7.4. Result Statistics and Analysis

As Fig. 8 shows, YeLan has strong stability across the changes in
lighting conditions and camera views, while more complicated
background contents cast an impact on the results. Different
humanmodels also show an impact on performance. From the per-
formance statistics, we observe that the system performs less well
for human models ‘‘Albedo”, ‘‘Seele”, and ‘‘Xiangling”. By looking at
the original 3D model and test data composition, the reason
becomes obvious: Albedo wears a long coat reaching his knee,
while Seele wears a fluffy dress with a complex structure. These
factors make their joint position harder to estimate. As for Xian-
gling, though she does not have clothing-related problems, we find
some body deformation that happened during the simulation. Also,
the randomly selected test cases for Xiangling contain more diffi-
cult backgrounds and lighting combinations, such as two busy city
street environments in low-lighting conditions, according to Fig. 8
(a).

Moreover, Fig. 9 shows that our model behaves better consis-
tently in all lighting conditions compared to baseline models. This
feature is significant in real-world applications as the pipeline
could generate convincing predictions regardless of the lighting
conditions.
Fig. 8. The performance across lighting conditions, dynamic bac
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The mask prediction network in YeLan enables it to reach a sim-
ilar level of PCK and AUC whether the background is dynamic or
static. We compared the real-world test set with dynamic and sta-
tic background cases using the model pretrained on the Yelan-Syn-
Dataset and fine-tuned it on Yelan-Real-Dataset. Fig. 10 depicts that
YeLan get a comparable result in both scenarios.
7.5. Impact of Pretraining on Synthetic Data

Synthetic data from the physics-based simulator is a core con-
tribution of this work which allows us to generate event streams
from diverse virtual 3D characters in different simulated settings.
They include different clothing, lighting conditions, camera view-
ing angles, dynamic backgrounds, and movement sequences. The
generated synthetic data is faithful to physics and can provide
essential data for pretraining YeLan since running real-world
experiments with a large number of participants is expensive
and time-consuming. To this end, we hypothesize that the pre-
training on synthetic data will allow YeLan to learn better feature
representation of physical conditions in diverse simulated settings
and achieve superior performance on the Yelan-Real-Dataset.

Table 2 demonstrates that our proposed model achieves supe-
rior performance (comparing MPJPE/PCK/AUC metrics) on the
kgrounds, subjects, and camera views in our synthetic data.



Fig. 9. Impact of lighting condition on the performance (MPJPE) on our synthetic (left) and real-world (right) dataset.

Fig. 10. AUC curve with dynamic and static background on Yelan-Real-Dataset.
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Yelan-Real-Dataset if the model is pretrained on Yelan-Syn-Dataset
from the simulator. The model trained only on the Yelan-Real-
Dataset achieves 96.61 MPJPE and 81.88% PCK. On the other hand,
if the model is pretrained on Yelan-Syn-Dataset and then fine-tuned
on the Yelan-Real-Dataset, it achieves 90.94 MPJPE and 85.14% PCK,
which clearly shows the benefit of pretraining on synthetic data
from a simulator.
7.6. Ablation Study

As introduced in Section 4, there are two most essential mod-
ules in YeLan: a mask prediction network and the BiConvLSTM.
We do an ablation study by removing one module each time and
comparing their performance on Yelan-Syn-Dataset. If the mask
prediction network is removed, the resulting MPJPE is 63.99; if
the BiConvLSTM is removed, the corresponding MPJPE is 49.08.
In contrast, the complete YeLan pipeline gets an MPJPE of 46.57,
which proves the effectiveness of these modules.
7.7. Occlusion

In the realworld, occlusion is alsoan inevitableproblem. InYelan-
Syn-Dataset, different types of clothes and accessories like hats, long
hair, fluffy skirts, and long coats alreadyoccluded thehumanbody to
a relatively large extent. Moreover, the camera’s side views also
introduced many self-occlusion. The excellent performance over
all these scenarios shows a solid ability to survive occlusion.

To further prove the occlusion resiliency of the system, we aug-
mented the dataset with more block occlusions. In the eye of the
neuromorphic camera, if a static object is placed in front of a
human and shadows him, the corresponding area shoots no event
due to the object’s immobility. Regarding the input TORE volume,
the occluded area becomes pure black, as no event activity is
recorded. To simulate the occlusion like this, we trained a model
with the value of random areas set to zero. These rectangular
occlusion areas have random sizes and locations, and the occlusion
is also applied randomly with a probability of 80% during the train-
ing. When testing on the test set with random occlusion enabled,
12
the MPJPE is 96.794. During the test, the occlusion probability is
set to 100%. There is an accuracy drop, but considering that the
maximum random occlusion area is 80� 80 (where the frame size
is 260� 346), it makes sense as sometimes the majority of the
human body could be occluded. Fig. 11 shows samples from the
test set.
7.8. Systems Benchmarking

As is introduced in 4.2, the first stage of YeLan is an early-exit-
style human mask prediction network, where a threshold b is used
to decide when to start a new inference. The selection of b is a
trade-off. If the threshold is set too high, the mask prediction pro-
cess will be executed too many times, resulting in a longer infer-
ence time. On the contrary, many defective masks will be used if
the threshold is too low, which harms the overall accuracy. In order
to select the best threshold, we ran an experiment to do human
pose estimation on a continuous one-minute event stream with a
series of different thresholds. The accuracy and time consumption
are recorded and made into Fig. 12. From this figure, we can
observe that as we increase the threshold, accuracy goes up and
time consumption goes down, while we can achieve a balanced
accuracy and time consumption at near 0.99.

Furthermore, to comprehend the error distribution among var-
ious joints, we computed the mean MPJPE for all 13 joints. As illus-
trated in Fig. 13, the head joint exhibits the lowest MPJPE, while
the shoulder joints possess the second-lowest error. Conversely,
the left and right hands exhibit the highest MPJPE, with foot joints
following closely. Our observations indicate that this occurs
because the head and shoulders maintain the most stable contours
across distinct characters and exhibit minimal overlap with other
body parts. Nevertheless, as hands and feet are situated farthest
from the human center and exhibit the most movement during
dancing, they prove more challenging to estimate due to an
increased range of potential movements and patterns. Greater pat-
tern variability contributes to increased uncertainty, which further
undermines accuracy when occlusion occurs.

The total model size of YeLan amounts to 234 MB, with the total
parameter count reaching 61.2 M, of which the stage one model
comprises 40.8 M and stage two encompasses 20.4 M. The total
FLOP stands at 1482G. In terms of time consumption, we con-
ducted a comprehensive test on the MiDHP test set using a batch
size of one, resulting in an average time expenditure of approxi-
mately 29.1 ms per frame when executed on a 2080ti graphics
card.
8. Comparison between Different Modalities

8.1. RGB Camera

In order to show the superiority of DVS in low-lighting condi-
tions, we also compare our result with RGB frame-based human



Fig. 11. Samples of occluded inputs, predicted mask, TORE volume representation, and inferred human poses.

Fig. 12. Time-saving and performance rising percentage with regard to confidence
score threshold.

Fig. 13. Joint-wise average MPJPE analysis on Yelan-Syn-Dataset.
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pose estimation algorithm. We use the DVS camera DAVIS346,
where both events and RGB frames are synchronously recorded.
As the same device records both modalities via the same lens, there
is no difference in the quantity of light captured by RGB and DVS.
OpenPose [86] proposed and implemented by Cao et al. is adopted
as our RGB baseline. OpenPose is an accurate, fast, and robust 2D
13
human pose estimation algorithm. Although there are differences
in joint number and dimension, we calculated the 2D projection
of 3D joints generated by YeLan. We picked the closest 13 joints
from all 25 OpenPose output joints to compare. The comparison
is conducted on paired DVS and RGB recordings from the dataset
collected in the motion capture lab. Both high and low-lighting



Fig. 14. HPE comparison between RGB and DVS in both high and low-lighting conditions. RGB and DVS are synchronized.

Fig. 15. 2D MPJPE Comparison between DVS and RGB.

Fig. 16. Stable human pose estimation provided by YeLan on different FPS settings.
The model used is only trained on the 50FPS setting. On the contrary, the depth
camera has a fixed 30FPS frame rate.

Fig. 17. Qualitative comparison between the RGB-Depth camera solution and YeLan in
displays results from the depth camera, while the second row presents outcomes from
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condition cases are included, and qualitative comparison is shown
in Fig. 14. Furthermore, we made a box plot showing the 2D MPJPE
of DVS and RGB in two lighting conditions in 15. From this figure, it
is evident that YeLan generates better and more stable predictions
in all cases. Although the RGB-based method achieves good perfor-
mance (marked by the low 2D MPJPE) in high-lighting conditions,
the performance deteriorates significantly in the low lighting con-
ditions. OpenPose fails to detect any human from frames due to
motion blur and low SNR sensor data when the illumination is
lower than a certain threshold. On the other hand, YeLan shows
strong robustness against lighting conditions changes and con-
stantly generates high-quality predictions (marked by the low
MPJPE in both cases).
8.2. RGB-Depth Camera

Besides the RGB camera, the depth camera is also widely used
in digital dancing games. [87,88] These cameras are usually paired
with RGB cameras, which grant them information from both
domains. Compared to RGB cameras, these cameras have a better
understanding of the 3D space, which results in a more accurate
human segmentation and joint location estimation. RGBD
camera-based human pose estimation is a well-established prob-
lem with many commercial products and pipelines [89–91], like
the Kinect from Microsoft and the RealSense from Intel.

However, the depth camera also has several disadvantages.
Depth cameras actively emit and recapture the reflected infrared
to build the 3D point cloud. This procedure is significantly more
power-hungry (about 200 times higher power consumption than
the neuromorphic camera) and suffers from many limitations.
Firstly, due to the manufacturing and power consumption consider-
ation, depth cameras’ field of view (FOV) is usually fixed and small.
terms of the distance between the camera and the human subject. The first row
YeLan. The distance increases from left to right.
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Small FOV limits the sensing space coverage and restricts the dan-
cer’s movement in a smaller space. Secondly, the distance between
the target and the depth camera strongly impacts the detection
accuracy. If the sensor is too close to the target (smaller than
0.5 m), the two IR receivers have overlapped IR patterns which sat-
urate the IR camera and result in an estimation failure [92]. More-
over, when the distance is far, the detection rate drops drastically
after a certain point, as the IR receiver cannot receive enough
reflected IR light. The first two points together limit the functional
dancing area and cause a substantial restriction on relative distance.

Thirdly, since the camera emits light itself, it could also be inter-
fered with by other light sources, which is especially true for strong
light sources like stage lights and solar lights. This characteristic
restricts the application of depth cameras in outdoor and indoor
spaces near the light source.

Fourthly, as we have previously mentioned, our system is able
to work at any high FPS, and the only procedure needed to take
is to modify the time step size when generating the TORE volumes
for an event stream. Compared with the neuromorphic camera, the
maximum RGBD camera FPS is usually very low, making it hard to
be applied to track fast-paced dances or generate high-fidelity 3D
digital dances. The two most commonly used RGBD cameras, i.e.,
Microsoft Azure Kinect and Intel RealSense, support at most 30
FPS when capturing full RGBD streams. On the contrary, neuromor-
phic cameras can easily receive ten-millions level events per sec-
ond, which gives them overwhelmingly huge advantages over
RGBD cameras. We tested our model by generating representations
from 20FPS to 150FPS (due to the restriction of ground truth label
rate) on all the event streams from test subject eight. The result
shows that the estimation accuracy is pretty stable on various
frame rate settings (Fig. 16).

Although it would be ideal to quantitatively compare RGBD and
neuromorphic cameras for human pose estimation, these two
types of cameras can not work simultaneously. When the depth
camera is turned on, its built-in IR projector emits a grid of IR rays
30 times per second. In the eye of the neuromorphic camera, the IR
projection of the depth camera is visible and everything in the sur-
rounding is constantly flickering at a high frequency with meshed
dots, which negatively impacts the performance. Therefore, we
made a qualitative comparison by separately recording two ses-
sions of human dance by Intel RealSense 435i and DAVIS 346. Dur-
ing these two sessions, the participant moves from 2.5 m to 3.5 m
with some dynamic dance patterns, and the results are shown in
Fig. 17. As the figure shows, as the distance between the camera
and the human increases, the RGB-Depth camera gradually fails
to capture valid human shapes. The human pose estimation pro-
gram also stops generating valid predictions after a certain point.
For the RGB-Depth camera-based 3D human pose estimation, we
chose the Nuitrack [93], a commercial product designed specifi-
cally for RGBD camera-based HPE problems, for comparison.
Although RGB and depth channels are all used, here, for visualiza-
tion convenience, only the depth channel is shown, and the esti-
mated human masks are shown in green.
9. Limitation and Future Works

Overall, YeLan clearly highlights the promise of the 3D human
pose estimation in the context of dancing in the presence of different
confounding factors. However, the present study exhibits several
limitations that we intend to systematically address in future work.
In the current work, one assumption was that the neuromorphic
camera is stationary and attached to a fixed tripod. Consequently,
YeLan is not readily transferable to scenarios where the neuromor-
phic camera can move and is mounted on a car or a drone. The cur-
rent version of YeLan has been primarily tested in a single-person
15
scenario anddoesnot support amultiplayer dancinggame. By incor-
porating multi-person segmentation and masking, we plan to
extend YeLan for multi-person situations. Additionally, we aim to
investigate energy-efficient implementations on neuromorphic
computing platforms such as Intel Loihi 2. [94].

10. Conclusion

This work discussed existing 3D HPE techniques employed in
dance games and evaluated their strengths and limitations. We pro-
posed an innovative neuromorphic camera-based approach to
address these shortcomings. We amassed a real-world dance dataset
throughhuman subject studies and constructed an extensivemotion-
to-event simulator togenerateavastamountof fullycontrollable, cus-
tomizable, and labeled synthetic dance data to aid in pre-training the
model.YeLansurpassesallbaselinemodels invariouschallengingsce-
narios onbothdatasets. Furthermore,weconductedan in-depthanal-
ysis and comparison between different modalities, which
unequivocally demonstrates YeLan’s superiority in many aspects.
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